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Choosing the best of Puerto Rico beaches

Many come to Puerto Rico in search of some marvelous beaches. They will not be too far away
from one simply because Puerto Rico has 270 miles of beaches to choose from. The great part
about the seaside here is that they are well classified and so you can choose one depending on
what you expect out of your experience.

Puerto Rico faces the Atlantic Ocean and has miles of white sand beaches that face the turquoise
waters of the Caribbean Sea. Some of the beaches are world-ranking as far as surfing goes.
Snorkelers too will have a great deal to look forward to considering the reefs here are filled with
exotic marine life and Puerto Rico takes care to maintain them. If you are looking for a unique
experience, visit the black sand or sea glass beaches. You will not be disappointed.

Because Puerto Rico recognizes that its beaches are its touristic strength, it promotes what is
known as the Blue Flag program. Beaches that are earmarked under this program promote
sustainable development in terms of water quality, education related to environment and its
management as well as safety measures.

You also have what is known as black sand and sea glass beaches, both of which are on Vieques
Island. They are a result of volcanic black sand that settled here ages ago and colorful sea glass
formations that are constantly washed to the shore. And if you are a fan of the Pirates of the
Caribbean franchise, then you will want to visit Palominito, which is a small island with white sand
beaches and a beautiful cluster of palm trees where parts of the movie were filmed.

Among the other top beaches is that of Flamenco and was dubbed by the Discovery Channel as the
second most beautiful in the world. It is surrounded by a low line of hills and is in the shape of a
horseshoe. It has glassy waters in varying shades of blue. If surfing is what you are looking for then
RincÃ³n will suit the bill for you. Several international competitions are held here and it is known as
the Hawaii of the Atlantic.

The warm winds and water of the Atlantic also make Puerto Rico the perfect place for kite boarding.
Isla Verde and Ocean Park are two beaches known to attract a lot of kite boarders. Puerto Rico has
over 300 beaches to choose from. The good thing is that there is one to suit every taste.
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Azel Bailey - About Author:
If you want to visit exotic and beautiful places and enjoy a Puerto Rico activities? Just check out a
beaches in Puerto Rico and some more awesome places. And visit fantastic a Puerto Rico golf
courses and enjoy your holidays.
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